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This article presents an analysis of annual and

quarterly forecasts of major macroeconomic

variables in the Reserve Bank of India's (RBI)

bimonthly survey of professional forecasters(SPF)

since March 2018. RBI has been conducting its

survey of professional forecasters since the second

quarter of 2007-08. Collected bi-monthly, the

survey collects annual and quarterly quantitative

forecasts from panellists drawn from both financial

and non-financial institutions. It covers forecasts

on 25 macroeconomic indicators, including the

probability distributions on the forecast outcomes

to gauge the amount of uncertainty embedded

within the forecasts.

Seven SPF rounds were conducted between March

2018 and March 2019 by the RBI. Forecasts for real

GDP growth remained unchanged till November

2018, after which they were revised downwards in

each of the two subsequent rounds till March 2019.

This coincided with the downward revision in

official growth numbers published by the National

Statistics Office (NSO) and the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) as well. The median forecast

for inflation (headline CPI) remained in range

between March and September 2018, while the

realised annual inflation for 2018-19 was

overestimated in the initial SPF rounds. The

downward revisions in inflation forecasts since

September 2018 indicate consistent moderation in

inflation assessment for food and fuel during the

course of the year.

The current account deficit estimate was revised

upwards through the course of the year in tandem

with the rise in crude prices and depreciation in the

rupee. With subsequent reversal in both the

indicators towards the end of the fiscal, forecasts

were revised downwards, with the March 2019

realised CAD matching the forecast at March 2018.

Forecasts of the centre and states' fiscal deficits were

also in line with actual realised figures at the end of

the year.

Annual forecast for 2019-20 GDP was revised

downwards thrice since the January 2019 round of

the SPF. This reflected both subdued domestic

demand conditions and weak consumer

sentiments. Forecasts for headline CPI for 2019-20

were initially revised downwards before holding

steady towards the end of 2019, while forecasts of

inflation excluding food and fuel (exclusion based

inflation) were consistently revised downwards.

This indicated the expectation of higher food

inflation as the period progressed.

Quarterly forecasts for GDP and inflation also

followed a similar trajectory to the annual

forecasts. The downward revisions in the quarterly

GDP growth forecasts were more prominent in the

near term (two quarter ahead). Median forecasts for

quarterly CPI inflation trajectory in 2019-20 and

Q1:2020-21 were also revised downwards in every

successive SPF round. For Q2:2019-20, headline

inflation forecast was revised upwards in May 2019

SPF due to uncertainty regarding the arrival of

South-West Monsoon, while the forecasts for

exclusion-based inflation were consistently revised

downwards.

Empirical analysis conducted to prove the accuracy

of the quarterly median forecasts indicates that

forecast performance of the SPF panellists generally

improves with reduction in forecast horizon. This

implied that the forecasters tend to update their

forecasts with incoming new information and
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provide more accurate updated estimates as they

approach closer to the final official data release of

the underlying indicator. During the reference

period, the panellists were found to have

overestimated headline CPI. GDP forecasts were

overestimated marginally, while for exclusion

based inflation, there was found to be no

overestimation over the reference period.

Empirical analysis also showed that there was

generally a low discrepancy between forecasts of

SPF panellists over the reference period, until the

September 2019 round, which was due to increase

in uncertainty over the trajectory of FY 2020-21

macro numbers.

Source: www.rbi.org.in
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India's balance of payments came under pressure

during 2018-19 from higher current account deficit

as well as lower net capital inflows. The widening of

the current account deficit was because of a higher

trade deficit that largely reflected an adverse shift in

terms of trade for exports of goods while higher

prices of key import commodities expanded the

import bill. Import growth decelerated in 2018-19

despite a sharp rise in oil import bill, mainly caused

by decline in gold prices and lower growth in non-

oil non-gold imports. Within non-oil non-gold

imports, a sharp fall in pearls and precious stones,

vegetable oil, pulses and metalliferous ores

contributed to lower import growth.

India figures among the top ten global exporters

and importers of services. Software exports

remained the largest contributor of total exports

among services in 2018-19 despite the challenging

global business environment. Domestic IT

companies faced increasing cost pressures due to

higher local hiring in export destinations and lesser

scope for labour cost arbitrage, as well as higher visa

fees and compliance burden associated with

enhanced scrutiny of visa applications in the USA.

As India's foreign trade volume increases, cross-

border trade of transport services also tends to

increase.

Primary income forms an important part of the

current account, and includes all amount payable

and receivable to non-resident entities in return for

providing temporary use of labour, financial

resources or non-produced non-financial assets. In

the primary income account, 93% of total outgo

was attributable to investment income payments.

Investment income is the return for providing

financial assets and consists of dividends and

withdrawals from income of quasi-corporations,

reinvested earnings, and interest. In India,

secondary income mainly represents cross-border

transfers by expatriates sending a part of their

income to support their families. The pro-

cyclicality of India's remittances with respect to

income of the migrant workers in the source

country has been established empirically by various

studies.

A deficit in the current account is sustainable when

financed by foreign capital inflows involving

transfers of both non-financial and financial assets

between residents and non-residents. In 2018-19,

foreign capital flows moderated as global

headwinds weighed on investor sentiment leading

to outflow of foreign portfolio investments. Global

FDI flows declined in 2018 as moderating rates of

return and less favourable investment climate took

a toll along with one-off factors like the US tax

reform, which led to large repatriation of

accumulated investments by the US multinational

enterprises. India's manufacturing sector finance,

banking, insurance, construction, computer and

electricity generation attracted majority of FDI

equity while investment in communication, retail

and wholesale trade, business services and

transport recorded a decline. Apart from foreign

investments, external commercial borrowings,

short-term trade credit and net banking capital

including non-resident deposits (NRD) are

important sources of foreign capital.

Slowdown in global demand, higher global crude

oil prices, subdued global trade activity and geo-

political uncertainties took a toll on India's

India's Balance of Payments in 2018-19: An Assessment
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external sector as the current account deficit

widened to its highest level since 2012-13. External

financing conditions also remained adverse as

global financial conditions tightened amidst

global financial markets re-pricing risks on a

combination of global and country-specific factors

that sparked off scrambles for safe havens and sell-

offs which led to capital outflows from emerging

market economies, including India.

Source:www.rbi.org.in
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